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FIFA 22 introduces three game-changing new kits: FC Bayern München, LA Galaxy and FC Barcelona. Los Angeles Galaxy and FC Barcelona represented a
significantly different design approach to the catalog and on-field aesthetics that paid off with major gameplay and visual improvements. One of the most

notable design improvements was the ability to seamlessly and dynamically cross play FUT kits in addition to FIFA kits without any loading screens. San Jose
Earthquakes and Orlando City play in an evocative, immersive, newly-designed stadium called Avaya Stadium, filled with bright, colorful, modern murals, and
complimented by an arena-wide LED screen, built to give players the most realistic soccer experience ever. The continued growth of FUT Champions brings a

number of improvements and new features including: FUT Champions mode – plus the FUT Draft and FUT Draft Champions modes are included in FUT
Champions two-man crew for the first time in FUT Champions added performance and connection servers in FUT Champions Match Improvement Full of famous

and iconic stadiums including Red Bull Arena, St James’ Park, the Nou Camp, the Emirates Stadium, the stadium of Real Madrid, and more an overall visual
improvement improved player models and animations several stability, issue and performance improvements Various other gameplay improvements including
player ratings and transfer system with transfer market integration that gives players the ability to make them quickly and easily without checking stats in the
game another season structure unlockable Club Championships To celebrate the launch, Microsoft and EA are providing more than a million fans with access to

FIFA Ultimate Team packs – all available at no extra cost - worth over £400. To celebrate the launch, EA SPORTS is providing more than a million fans with
access to FIFA Ultimate Team packs - all available at no extra cost - valued at over £400. Over the course of March, there will be an in-game card pack which will

drop to earn legendary players in the Ultimate Team mode and free coins in the FIFA Ultimate Team card game. Every pack gives every Ultimate Team player
an additional pack which will contain any existing player or bonus coins. Create your own dream team of heroes and legends with FIFA Ultimate Team, and build

your squad of players in an all-new customisable in-game management system, customising your team with the ideal squad makeup: hitting the midfield or
defence, or even just starting
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Features Key:

Take on Man City, Chelsea and Real Madrid in the official season 2014/15 starting kit, presented by EA
Join the club rivalry between Barcelona and Real Madrid as you support either team against arch-rivals and face off in the all-new return of the classic Battling Ball
Vote for the FIFA World Cup Trophy
Play in the definitive FIFA World Cup mode and compete in classic iconic tournaments as the world’s best players from the host country to the country who comes out on top
Be the Man Manager
Build your dream team by using all the new player recruitment tools introduced in Fifa 15, plus: new Superstars, much improved Reveal the Ball; new contextual animations, gameplay celebrations, new iconic touch-based controls
Dive deep into Player Legends with four classic long-term contracts
Create and evolve the ultimate club, with new kits, crest, stadium and all-new Player Kicks (more to be announced)
FIFA 15 Ultimate Team experience, with more than 80 team kits, over 20,000 new players and stadium items, improved squad management, coins system and more
FIFA Coaching Academy
New Betting tools including new V.I.P.
Unlock and manage your collection in the new FIFA Ultimate Team

September release

Launch day exclusive FIFA 15 introductory offers
FIFA 16 to release in Australia in September/October, exclusively on Xbox One
FIFA Ultimate team coming to FIFA 15
FIFA 15 match official issued “The Journey Home” collector’s edition for North America
FIFA 14 to release in European territories on September 11th 2014
FIFA 14 match official issued “Dynamic Impact Engine” collector’s edition for Europe
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FIFA (Football & More FIFA) is the world’s #1 sports video game franchise. FIFA is home to the most authentic football experience and has established itself as
the must have game for football lovers everywhere. FIFA is the world’s #1 sports video game franchise. FIFA is home to the most authentic football experience
and has established itself as the must have game for football lovers everywhere. Play the World’s Fastest Game! The FIFA world tour combines the popular Pele

Mode with the world’s fastest game. FIFA is home to the world’s most popular player and the official video game of the FIFA World Cup™. The FIFA world tour
combines the popular Pele Mode with the world’s fastest game. The FIFA world tour combines the popular Pele Mode with the world’s fastest game. Precision

Passing: Improved control gives you more precision with your touch passes, dribbling, and with crosses and volleys. Improved control gives you more precision
with your touch passes, dribbling, and with crosses and volleys. Sliding Tackle: Tackle moves you off the ball. Evade your opponent’s block, and take his

intended pass. Tackle moves you off the ball. Evade your opponent’s block, and take his intended pass. More Stamina: Fight fatigue on the pitch and keep
yourself going. Earn a higher level of performance and improve your stamina based on your decisions and actions. Fight fatigue on the pitch and keep yourself
going. Earn a higher level of performance and improve your stamina based on your decisions and actions. Tactical Goalkeeping: Keep up with the game’s latest
goalkeeping technique, TactX. Keep up with the game’s latest goalkeeping technique, TactX. Dynamic AI: Advanced Dictation ensures that the AI in the game

behaves and communicates in ways that are historically accurate. Advanced Dictation ensures that the AI in the game behaves and communicates in ways that
are historically accurate. Deeper Tactical Storytelling: New episodes from the original FIFA world tour tale will unfold during gameplay. New episodes from the
original FIFA world tour tale will unfold during gameplay. Seamless Graphics: Enhanced character models, new textures and details, and crisp environments

make FIFA the most refined football game on the planet. FIFA on Web bc9d6d6daa
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Back to the clubhouse with new and improved FIFA Ultimate Team modes, you can now download and create a customised squad of 32 players and 16
managers to take on your rivals in Franchise mode or create the ultimate legacy by joining the Successor in a single-player campaign. You can now manage
your squad, dictate which stars go where, track your form and progress in an upgraded Star Ratings system, and much more. Online Leagues – Play other

players online in the revised FIFA Leagues mode. Compete in one of FIFA’s many official leagues and clubs, all with new user friendlies, cups, and tournaments.
Recent Players – On the pitch and off the field, use the new “Recent Player” feature to bring back the action of real football. See in-depth stats, live video, and
read career highlights of your favourite players to keep you in the know. AI Control – Take control of in-game opponents, including Europe’s hottest stars with

new “Passing Styles” and unique set-pieces. Referee – “Be a Footballer,” and referee for your chance to change the outcome of a game. Finally, match officials
make all the difference in a game of football. Customise your whistle to each opposition with new Referee Tactics. The new FIFA series of videogames will be

released on Xbox 360 video game and entertainment system from Microsoft and PlayStation®3 computer entertainment system. Highlights: Career Mode – Live
out your dreams as both a manager and a player in FIFA 22. Create the newest club in FIFA, design your kits, style your stadium, and choose whether to

compete with the elite or rise up from the lower divisions as you manage your club to glory. Or test your skills as a player, with a more immersive Player Career
mode that gives you more ways to progress, achieve, and immerse yourself in your Pro’s journey through the game. FIFA Ultimate Team – Back to the clubhouse
with new and improved FIFA Ultimate Team modes, you can now download and create a customised squad of 32 players and 16 managers to take on your rivals
in Franchise mode or create the ultimate legacy by joining the Successor in a single-player campaign. You can now manage your squad, dictate which stars go

where, track your form and progress in an upgraded Star Ratings system, and much more. Online Leagues – Play other players online

What's new in Fifa 22:

New Basic Controls
New Creation System
Dedicated Defensive AI
New Managers
Creation Level/Finishing Chance Calculator
FIFA World Cup
Player/Manager attributes
Flexible saving
High-Energy Dribbling
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Three-Star Goalkeepers
Advanced Playmaker Tutorial
Realistic AI for no substitute in lower leagues
Passing Animation Forwards
Improved Goalkeeper Controls
Visibiltiy
Ability Scoring - introduction of three new methods
FIFA World Cup
New Attacking Play Styles
Improved match balance
Elite Match Mode
Online Seasons
Player Facilities
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FIFA (from Football for All) is now in its 21st season of innovation and brings together the greatest names in football on the pitch, matched
with the biggest stars in the history of sport. The Frostbite engine powers the world’s most realistic player models and 3D environments and
it’s all driven by a footballing philosophy and gameplay systems that allow for fluid, reactive players. With FIFA 22, we’ve brought in a new
generation of gameplay and our biggest single update since the launch of the series. It brings you new touches and refinements that make

FIFA look and feel better than ever before. And there’s the hottest new feature, the Son of EA SPORTS FIFA, delivering a totally new gameplay
experience and a unique user experience. The Frostbite engine is at the heart of FIFA, allowing for a new game speed, improved ball physics,
the iconic real-world ball and player animations all inside a 64-player landscape. There’s also new control and gameplay systems, including a
new stamina system, a range of new tricks that affect players and the importance of acrobatic style plays. Plus, we’re now featuring a local
context for your game options, giving you the ability to select how much you want to interact with the game, for example, whether you want

to watch a match, try to influence it or try to win it. This offers greater control over your experience from Day One. But players aren’t the only
ones that evolve. Our FIFA gameplay systems also change along with the people and the players in your game. We’ve made the most

significant changes since the launch of the series and we’re in the midst of a new season of innovation. This update is the biggest in the
series, including gameplay, ball physics and control, visuals and audio. There are also new features and services. The game also comes with a
brand new career and all modes, plus new The Journey and The Journey Pro, new secondary duty player systems, plus the Return to Pass and
The Traits. We’ve also created special editions, original content and gameplay modes. You can see what this all looks like at www.FIFA.com.

In fact, if you go to FIFA.com/Explore, you’ll see what it’s like to be a real soccer player and learn about the Frostbite engine.
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